Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the ability of humans to recognize objects using different types of edges. Edges arise in images because of several different physical phenomena, such as shadow boundaries, changes in material albedo or reflectance, changes to surface normals, and occlusion boundaries. By constructing synthetic photorealistic scenes, we control which edges are visible in a rendered image to investigate the relationship between human visual recognition and that edge type. We evaluate the information conveyed by each edge type through human studies on object recognition tasks. We find that edges related to surface normals and depth are the most informative edges, while texture and shadow edges can confuse recognition tasks. This work corroborates recent advances in practical vision systems where active sensors capture depth edges (e.g., Microsoft Kinect) as well as in edge detection where progress is being made towards finding object boundaries instead of just pixel gradients. Further, we evaluate seven standard and state-of-the-art edge detectors based on the types of edges they find by comparing the detected edges with known informative edges in the synthetic scene. We suggest that this evaluation method could lead to more informed metrics for gauging developments in edge detection, without requiring any human labeling. In summary, this work shows that human proficiency at object recognition is due to surface normal and depth edges and suggests that future research should focus on explicitly modeling edge types to increase the likelihood of finding informative edges.

1. Introduction

Over the past several decades, object recognition approaches have leveraged edge-based reasoning [30, 43] or gradient information [14]. The progression of the vision community is marked in some ways by fundamental advances related to capturing edges, be it the classical Canny edge detector [6] or the more recent SIFT [24] and HOG descriptors [28] that capture gradient information effectively. The important role of edges and gradients in computer vision does not come as a surprise to a student of psychovisual processes: the importance of using edges is also supported by nature; the visual systems of mammals contain cells with gradient-based Gabor-like responses [11].

Though fundamental to visual processing, edges or gradients correspond to several different physical phenomena (Figure 1). For instance, object boundaries typically result in edges due to texture or albedo differences between objects. But an edge may also correspond to texture or albedo changes occurring within a single object. Lighting variations due to shadows or changes in surface normals also create edges. In fact, these phenomena are often correlated: depth discontinuities, lighting variations and object boundaries can coincide. This diverse nature of edges raises an important question: are some types of edges (i.e., edges resulting from certain phenomenon) more useful for object recognition than others? If so, which ones? In this paper, we study this question in the context of the human visual system, and then use these findings to gauge progress in computer edge detection by measuring by how well algorithms find edges that contain the most information for (human) object recognition.

Different applications benefit from localization different types of edges. For instance, image segmentation approaches [1] attempt to find edges corresponding to object boundaries. Edges corresponding to depth discontinuities are used by stereo techniques. Texture classification [29] on the other hand relies on the internal gradients or edges of objects. This raises another relevant question: which types of edges are being found by standard automatic edge detection algorithms in computer vision?

In this paper, we explore the question of which physical phenomena results in the most informative edges for ob-
project recognition for humans. Further, we investigate which physical phenomena correspond to the edges detected by standard edge detectors in computer vision. Clearly, to answer these questions, we need images for which the ground-truth phenomenon leading to each edge pixel can be determined. Labeling these in natural images would be prohibitively time-consuming. Instead, we leverage the advances made in computer graphics. We synthetically render photorealistic images of different scene models [21, 25, 33]. Since the structure of the scene is known, the physical phenomena that produce each edge in the rendered image can be easily determined. The use of computer graphics also allows us to control the illumination conditions, reflectance properties and albedo variations of objects in the scene. This allows us to control which phenomenon and hence which edge types manifest themselves in the images. For instance, an object’s albedo can be forced to be uniform, creating no albedo (i.e. no texture) edges. Similarly, gradients associated with changes in surface normals can be removed by applying uniform ambient lighting.

This paper presents a first investigation of the human visual system’s dependence on edges using computer manipulations of scenes. In our study, we find that texture edges confuse object recognition, while edges resulting from surface normal variations and depth discontinuities are most informative. In our analysis of standard edge detection algorithms, we quantify the percentage of informative edges that each captures. We show that edge detectors find edges resulting from numerous physical phenomena, but the majority of detected edges result from object textures, which are also the least informative. However, we also find indications of solid progress, where recent improvements to edge detection are leading to detectors that capture less of the uninformative edges than older edge detectors.

Rather than relying on qualitative intuitions prevalent in the community, this paper explicitly quantifies the usefulness of different edge types for object recognition, using the human visual system as an existence proof, and characterizes different edge detection algorithms. In effect, this paper helps explain the success of recent edge-based methods and the surge in incorporating depth features for object recognition. It also provides inspiration for the design of next-generation features as additional sensing modalities (e.g. direct depth capture along with color) become more widespread. It may be beneficial to explicitly model occlusion, shadows, etc. or train edge detectors to detect more of the informative edges. Developing algorithms that automatically classify an edge into one of its various types to then be selectively fed into a descriptor for recognizing objects could also be beneficial.

2. Related work

This work is related to research in several broad sub-areas of cognitive science and computer vision, including edge and line analysis, human perception from edges, comparison of different descriptors for computer vision tasks, depth imaging and the use of synthetic photorealistic scenes for advancing computer vision. Humans, of course, do not acquire depth data directly for visual processing, but understanding size, shape, and distance is clearly an important part of the visual system as proposed by Marr [26]. The perception of depth and shape are tasks central to the human visual system. Human depth perception incorporates evidence from stereo cues, motion cues, and monocular cues including: texture gradients, lines and edges, occlusion, shading, and defocus [16]. In this work, we are particularly interested in the relationship between edges and object recognition in human perception.

Edge and line analysis: For decades, edge extraction has been a component of many computer vision and image processing systems. In many early works, [3, 4, 10, 41], image edges were extracted, and scene reconstruction was attempted based on these edges. However, in practice, these methods faced a fundamental problem: image edges are not necessarily related to structural edges in the scene. Instead, some image edges are related to image noise, or illumination and albedo changes in the scene. Our work attempts to explicitly quantify the usefulness of these different types of

Figure 1. When an edge detector is applied to a color image the resulting edges are a superset of many different edge types. They typically include edges related to occlusion boundaries (red), shape properties such as shading (green), illumination e.g. cast shadows (blue) and the texture of the various surfaces in the scene (yellow).
edges for object recognition.

Human perception from edges and lines: It is well known that humans can perceive depth from an image of edges (i.e., from a line drawing). Studies have explored the ability of humans to perceive shape from various types of images [5, 7, 8, 20, 22]. In [8], subjects demonstrated effective surface normal estimation when shown artist renditions of various objects. Lines drawn by a skilled artist can convey shapes nearly as well as shaded objects. However, the mechanisms used by the artists to produce the line drawings are not computational models. Hence, unlike our study, they do not give us insights into which types of edges matter. In [40], it is shown that humans exhibit roughly similar fMRI patterns when viewing either line or color images, suggesting that the interpretation of both modalities is similar (and edge-based). However, line drawings do not capture all available scene information: [39] shows that subjects have systematically misinterpreted shapes in line drawings. Algorithmic approaches to render line drawings of 3D meshes that effectively convey the visual information to viewers have been proposed [12, 19].

Comparison of image features: Several works have compared performance of various image features, be it for low-level tasks such as matching image patches [21, 27, 34] or for high-level tasks such as image classification [42]. The goal of this paper is not to compare existing computational image descriptors. Instead, it is to evaluate the impact of the manifestations of different physical phenomenon in image content on object recognition performance. Moreover, while we characterize the properties of various edge detection algorithms in computer vision, we study recognition in humans and not machines.

Depth imaging: The past several years have seen an explosion of practical systems for capturing depth either directly (e.g., the PointGrey BumbleBee camera and Microsoft Kinect), or reasoning about depth in the scene from many images [37], or inferring depth from single images by extracting mid- and low-level features [18, 32]. For computer vision applications, depth-based features have shown remarkable efficacy for accuracy. For example, detection of humans and pose is accomplished with depth-based difference features and no visual features in [36]. Incorporating depth features in addition to RGB features was shown to boost patch-matching performance [21]. With the advent of many new sensing modalities, it is useful to analyze what information we should be attempting to extract from these. For instance, do we need the absolute depth values, or simply the depth discontinuities? Or perhaps the discontinuities in surface normals? Our study attempts to address these questions. By studying human object recognition, our findings are independent of specific algorithmic choices.  

Use of synthetic scenes: Synthetic images and video data have been used to advance computer vision in a variety of ways including evaluating the performance of tracking and surveillance algorithms [38], training classifiers for pedestrian detection [25] or human pose estimation [36], learning where to grasp objects [31], evaluating image features for matching patches [21], etc. In this work we use images of synthetic scenes to understand the informativeness of different types of edges for human object recognition.

3. Creating Virtual Worlds

In this work, we consider the following four edge types: Shadow edges: observed at the boundaries of cast shadows, e.g. [23]. Texture edges: corresponding to a surface texture or a change in the reflectance properties (e.g. albedo) across the smooth surface of one or more materials (e.g. a stripe on a zebra). Occlusion boundaries: often observed at the boundary of an object, which likely occludes another object having different illumination, surface properties, or surface normal. Surface normal discontinuities: indicating intersecting surfaces or creases where surfaces have distinct surface normals, and therefore are illuminated differently. An edge observed in an image can be a result of a number of different arrangement of light and materials in a scene (Figure 1). We create synthetic scenes and manipulate the renderings so that specific types of edges can be selectively rendered in the scene.

We model and render our virtual scenes using SketchUp 8 2 and Trimble 3D Warehouse powered by Google 3. 3D Warehouse is a vast repository of user-created models of objects, scenes, and buildings, some of which are incredibly detailed. SketchUp allows for the creation of rendering styles that control the appearance of faces in the 3D model and edges, and has a simple user interface for placing objects into scenes. Further, controls are available for illumination sources (ambient and direct illumination). Shadows can be separately toggled on or off. Although more sophisticated rendering packages could be used, SketchUp has user interface advantages, and we find that our subjects could not reliably distinguish the rendered images from actual photographs.

3.1. Objects and Scenes

We assembled a 3D scene dataset containing 46 unique scenes by searching Google 3D Warehouse for models from the following 7 scene categories: bathroom (6), kitchen (10), living room (8), office (5), house (10), patio (3), and playground (4). Our object dataset contains 54 different objects including sandal, teddy bear, frying pan, bicycle, chair, faucet, grill, tree, laptop, car, person, books,

1It would be more accurate to say that we choose humans as the “algorithm” to study since it is the best known vision system to date.

2www.sketchup.com

3sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse
etc. In each scene, 4 to 12 objects are placed manually by the authors in a contextually appropriate position (e.g. a corkscrew is placed on a countertop, not on the floor). The same object may be placed in multiple scenes (e.g. a teddy bear may be on a living room sofa and also on a kitchen floor); however, with a different viewpoint.

3.2. Rendering

We render each of the 46 synthetic scenes in 6 different ways. Edges in these images correspond to different combinations of the edge types. In addition, a total of 5 edge images are produced, for a total of 11 images per scene. Table 1 describes the renderings, the edge images, and the edge types that are contained in each.

For each scene, all renderings are from the same viewpoint. The edge renderings (7-11) are made by applying a basic edge detector to the corresponding rendered image (more details in Section 3.3). A few points about specific steps for producing other renderings mentioned in Table 1 using Google SketchUp: 1) RGB: RGB is obtained by rendering with textures, shading, and shadows on. This rendering corresponds most closely to what we experience in everyday life. 2) BW: The grayscale rendering is produced simply by converting the RGB rendering to gray. 3) Albedo: To render only the albedo of the scene the rendering is performed with textures on, but uniform lighting. 4) GraySurf: All Lambertian surfaces are replaced with uniform-gray material having constant albedo. Shading is still visible, but shadows are turned off. 5) GrayShad: This rendering is identical to GraySurf, but the shadows (on faces in the 3D model and on the ground) are on. 6) Depth: There is no direct way in SketchUp to export an image of the depth map. We use the following trick: after turning off all textures and shading, the scene is rendered with linear black fog. The rendered image code value is then linearly related to the distance from the camera.

3.3. Extracting edges

We compute the edges in five of the six SketchUp renderings described above to produce renderings 7-11 as in Table 1. A typical approach to visualizing edges in images is to obtain the gradient profile and perform global normalization. However, that approach retains only gradient edges that are globally dominant while globally weak edges are eliminated. To obtain a rendering where the user can observe all the locally dominant gradients clearly, we use the idea of locally normalized gradients by Zitnick [44] where the gradient profile is normalized with respect to the average gradient magnitude in a small local neighborhood. Examples of all 11 renderings of a scene can be seen in Figure 2.

Similar renderings of all 46 scenes, along with a list of the 54 objects in our dataset can be found in the supplementary material.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Calibration

We first wish to assess how realistic our synthetic scenes are. For each of the 7 scene categories in our dataset, we collected 15 real and 15 synthetic images. We analyze the distribution of gradients for the synthetic images and compare them to the profile of real images. Figure 5(a) shows the result. We see that the gradient profiles are very similar. We also conducted a study where 10 subjects were shown each (grayscale) scene for 107ms (as in [13]) and asked to classify it as being real or synthetic. Their average accuracy was 36%, not much higher than chance (50%). We also had subjects recognize the scene category of the image. Average accuracy was 68%, which is significantly above chance (~15%). This suggests that 107ms is sufficient for subjects to understand the context of the scene and yet they can not reliably tell if the scene is synthetic or real. These tests indicate that our synthetic images are realistic looking.

4.2. Human Object Recognition Studies

The goal of our human studies is to determine what types of edges are most informative to humans for recognizing objects. Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. We focus the attention of our subjects by flashing a 3 second countdown followed by a prompt to focus on a following red dot. The red dot is located on a white field, and indicates the location of an object to be recognized in the following scene. The scenes, as described earlier, are rendered according to one of our 11 renderings. After viewing the scene, each subject is asked to identify the indicated object using free-form text. They were instructed to use one word or a short phrase for the object name. The scene is flashed for either 107ms or 500ms following the approach of Fei-Fei et al. in [13]. The shorter time frame does not allow for the subject to change fixation point, while the longer time frame allows for one or two quick saccades before the scene disappears.

We conducted these tests for each combination of object, scene and rendering style as described in Section 3. We manually marked the location of the objects in the scenes to generate the red dots, which resulted in 265 unique object instances for human subjects to recognize in each of the 11 renderings. Each of these 2915 tests was performed by 10 different subjects. All experiments were performed on Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowd-sourcing service that

5 Most edge detectors convert an RGB image to grayscale before extracting edges, hence edges from BW and RGB are assumed to be identical.

6 A subset of these were the 46 images in our dataset.

7 MTurk has been used by several works analyzing abilities of human subjects at visual tasks e.g. [45].
Table 1. A summary of the 11 renderings that are produced for each scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Edge Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Full color image</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BW</td>
<td>Grayscale image</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Albedo</td>
<td>No shading or shadows</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GraySurf</td>
<td>Lambertian gray surfaces</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GrayShad</td>
<td>Same as 4, with shadows</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Linear depth</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RGB_E</td>
<td>Edges of 1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Albedo_E</td>
<td>Edges of 3</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GraySurf_E</td>
<td>Edges of 4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GrayShad_E</td>
<td>Edges of 5</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Depth_E</td>
<td>Edges of 6</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Example renderings (Table 1) used in our work. (a)-(k) show the various renderings for a kitchen scene.

allows workers around the world to participate and get paid for online tasks. Each subject was paid 7 cents for 10 such sequences. To avoid biases introduced by workers “learning” the scenes or individual objects, workers were allowed to perform at most 10 recognition sequences.

To evaluate the accuracy of the responses from the subjects, we implemented a worker grading task also on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We displayed each scene in full color. We also showed graders the same scene with the red dot overlaid on the image at the precise location where it was displayed to the subjects of the previous task. We showed graders a list of object names provided by subjects, and asked them to mark the names that correctly refer to the object beneath the red dot. Each name was graded by 10 different graders. We consider a name to be correct if 5 or more graders mark it as correct. An illustration of the grading interface is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 5(b) we show results of human subjects on the first six (1-6) renderings. Recognition performance is higher for renderings containing more information such as RGB, whereas rendering with less information such as GraySurf perform worse. This may be due to multiple reasons. First, humans may be good at filtering out irrelevant information, allowing them to make use of more information effectively. Second, renderings such as RGB and BW appear more natural, and thus are easier to recognize. The Depth rendering has less contrast and the images are very unnatural to humans. The trends from 107ms to 500ms are...
also interesting. As more time is given, renderings with more information such as RGB, BW, and GrayShad obtain a more significant performance boost. This may suggest a larger duration is needed for information discovery.

More interestingly, Figure 5(c), shows human performance on the edge images. At 107ms viewing time, the presence of more edges in RGB_E and GrayShad_E reduce recognition performance when compared against the reduced edges in GraySurf_E. Also, GraySurf_E performs better than the similarly rendered GrayShad_E that has the addition of shadows, indicating that shadows may prove distracting. We also find that information in depth edges alone (Depth_E) are not enough for object recognition and result in poor performance. The shape information provided by surface normals (visible in GraySurf_E) is critical. As the viewing time increases to 500 ms, the performance gap (between GraySurf_E, Albedo_E, and RGB_E) disappears, perhaps as higher-level processes kick in.

### 4.3. Edge Analysis

We now study the types of edges that are found using a variety of machine edge detection and segmentation algorithms: thresholding the gradient of a pixel (grad), canny edge detection [6], normalized cuts [35] (ncut), mean shift [9] (ms), Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [15] (fh), ultrametric contour maps [1] (ucm) and Zitnick’s approach [44] (ngrad) presented in Section 3.3. The implementation details of the first six approaches can be found in [45]. We used the same parameter settings as in [45] which were chosen to match human edge detection performance. We detected edges using each of these approaches in the RGB image. Since the geometry and lighting of each scene is known, each detected edge can be matched to the physical phenomena associated with the edge.

We produce a map for each type (texture, occlusion, shadow, surface normal) of edge by analyzing the original six renderings of each scene. For instance, edge detection on the depth maps corresponds to occlusion edges. Edges that appear in GrayShad_E but not in GraySurf_E correspond to shadow edges. Edges that appear in Albedo_E are texture edges. Edges in GraySurf_E that are not occlusion edges are surface normal edges. An illustration of our edge classification for an example scene is shown in Figure 6(a). For the visualization, if an edge pixel is associated to multiple edge types, we assign it to the type that is more rare. The list of precedence is Depth, GraySurf, GrayShad and Albedo. An analysis of the types of edges found by the different edge detection algorithms is in Figure 6(b) and 6(c), where each detected edge pixel can be assigned to multiple source edge types if applicable. We obtain the precision as the proportion of the edges retrieved by each edge detector that are relevant edges (of the specific type) (Figure 6(b)). UCM has relatively high precision for detecting the informative surface normal and depth edges, while a larger proportion of the edges found by other detectors (e.g. ngrad) correspond to the less informative texture edges. Figure 6(c) shows the recall i.e. proportion of the relevant edges (of the specific type) retrieved by each edge detector. We consolidate these statistics in Figure 6(d). We treat the occlusion and surface normal edges as the positive class, and the remaining pixels in the image as the negative class. We compute the proportion of the positive pixels detected by an edge detector and the proportion of negative pixels left undetected. The average of these two accuracies is shown in Figure 6(d). We see that the mean-shift segmentation algorithm performs surprisingly well. This is followed by UCM, a recent state-of-art edge detector. We see that it outperforms several classical approaches even on this new evaluation.

To design improved edge detectors, we suggest that it may be useful to perform this type of detailed evaluation of
Figure 5. (a) We verified that real and our computer-rendered images have similar low-level statistics, and were difficult for subjects to distinguish. Consequently, we are confident that our human studies provide insight into visual processes on natural imagery. (b) and (c) show object recognition performance by humans when viewing (b) various renderings of the scene and (c) edges extracted from these renderings. When viewing edge images (c), humans achieve the best performance when there is an absence of texture and shadow edges (as in GraySurfE at 107ms), and the visible edges correspond to occlusion and surface normal edges.

Figure 6. (a) Edges found in the RGB image using the state-of-the-art UCM [1] contour detector classified by edge type. Yellow: texture edges, Blue: shadow edges, Green: surface normal edges, Red: occlusion edges, and Magenta: none of the above. The majority of detected edges are texture, which lacks discriminative information for object recognition. The precision (b) and recall (c) of each edge detector for each of the four edge types is also shown. UCM has relatively high precision for detecting the informative surface normal and depth edges, while other detectors (e.g. ngrad) detect a larger proportion of the less informative texture edges. We summarize the performance of each detector in identifying the informative (occlusion + surface normal) edges in (d). Best viewed in color.

5. Conclusion

We study the usefulness of different edge types for object recognition in humans. We approach this problem in a novel way by constructing scenes in a virtual world, controlling surface properties and illumination when rendering images of the scenes, and then applying edge detectors on the resulting images. This allows us to identify the source of each edge pixel in an image. A battery of human studies were conducted to show that not all edges are equally informative. Edges related to surface normal changes and occlusion were the most informative, and edges associated with shadows and textures make recognition tasks more difficult. We show that edge detectors find edges resulting from numerous physical phenomena, but a larger portion of the edges detected correspond to shadows and albedo (uninformative) than to surface normal and depth changes (informative). We believe that this paper takes steps toward explaining the success of edge-based methods, as well provides inspiration for the design and evaluation of next-generation features as additional sensing modalities become more widespread. Automatically identifying the sources of the different edges, the first steps towards which are being taken in works like [2], may be beneficial. This is a preliminary exploration. There are several avenues for future

---

6. Appendix

---

**Note**: The note number is prefixed with the corresponding figure number to maintain consistency and clarity in the text. The notes are included to provide additional context or references that were not directly cited in the main body of the text. This is to ensure that the reader has access to all necessary information to understand the content fully.
work: more realistic renderings of synthetic scenes, evaluating machine vision algorithms for different edge types, analyzing outdoor scenes, etc.
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